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Subject: Number of Coronavirus Deaths per Week - CDC, Worldometers and now HealthData  Plots.

It is interesting to examine graphical plots of various aspects of the coronavirus (also known as the Wuhan
virus) and relate them to the hysteria from left wing news [term used with a grain of salt] organizations.

A third website for obtaining useful (?) data regarding coronavirus is:

https://covid19.healthdata.org/united-states-of-america 

This website provides graphical depictions of various aspects of the coronavirus and breaks it down by
country and state.  Predictions have been notoriously all over the map.  One such graph is “US Deaths”.  Data
is available by running the cursor through the graph and write down results.  In order to compare this data
against the CDC and Worldometers data, I grabbed simply the number of deaths on a particular day
corresponding with the data points and week dates on the previous graph.

https://www.haywoodtp.net/pubII/200711CoronavirusDeathsPerWeekPlots.pdf 

[Editors Note: THIS IS NOT AN AVERAGED DATA SET, ONLY ONE DATA POINT EVERY SEVEN
DAYS.]

I took the previous graph dated 7/11/2020, made a copy, and plotted HealthData.org superimposed over the
CDC and Worldometers data.  The following table shows the raw data from the three, followed by a graph
of the three sets of data.
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Well, this is interesting.

The HealthData.org data is in orange.  Well what do you know?  

• Healthdata.org also generally coincides with the CDC and Worldometers data.
• There is a slight divergence of the three beginning around 6/20/2020.
• There is still no indication of an increase in the rate of deaths.

Previous Observations:
• The Worldometers data generally correlates with the CDC data!
• (Not shown) The total number of deaths by both organizations is fairly close.
• Except for some bumps and wiggles, the Worldometers data indicates a general decline in the death rate

since mid-April.
• The last three weeks has Worldometers data slightly higher than CDC’s.

There appears to be little correlation between Number of Cases (increasing) [and corresponding Left Wing
media hysteria] and the Death Rate (decreasing).

Monroe A. Miller, Jr.
Haywood County Taxpayer.
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